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Camellia

rocks into town

With a team of 12 dedicated professional designers,
Camellia & Co is here to help you perfect your
ultimate lifestyle by the sea.

Y

ou’ve found your dream home by
the sea; a home that encapsulates
coastal living and acts as the perfect
escape from city life; that radiates
relaxed style tailored to you. Of course,
creating this idyllic coastal retreat can be
difficult when you are working or living out of
county. Fortunately, with the help of Trurobased Camellia & Co, you can achieve your
dream home within budget, within time and
with complete ease.
With the expansion of Camellia into Rock
on the beautiful north coast, Camellia is now
impeccably positioned to take on the thriving
property market in north Cornwall, which is
currently transforming this striking corner of
the county into a vibrant and exciting place
to stay. Pop into the showroom to enjoy a
fabulous cup of coffee while you browse an
incredible array of quality paints, wallpapers
and fabrics: you’ll soon start to envisage what
your holiday home can be with the help of the
incredible team at Camellia.
The Camellia team are professional interior
designers with particular expertise in luxury
coastal properties. Indeed, under founder
Elaine Skinner’s careful stewardship, the team
at Camellia boasts particular skill in creating
relaxed coastal environments with luxurious
yet understated schemes. “This does not
mean theming the property with shells and
driftwood though,” explains Elaine. “It’s about

replicating the juxtaposition of texture and
colour.” Indeed, they’re adept at layering up
different textures to give the home a lived-in
and organic feel, as though a designer had
never been involved.
The team are straight talking, intuitive and
take pride in delivering creative solutions.
Elaine adds: “Clients always say to me ‘I never
thought of doing that’. I help them push a
few boundaries and they trust me to see it
through.” Elaine and her team are used to
managing entire projects, from knocking down
walls to buying cutlery. Similarly, with many
clients living or working in different time
zones they’re also used to scheduling work in
advance and communicating progress with
clients via email, Skype and conference calls.
“Our clients need someone they can trust
to take on their brief so that they can return
to their working lives up country or abroad,”
explains Elaine. “They have a clear vision,
but need us to interpret it and come up with
ideas to make it all a reality while working to a
budget and delivery deadline. We understand
their lives, their time constraints and the level
of service that they expect – we always exceed!”
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“Clients always
say to me ‘I never
thought of doing
that’...”

CAMELLIA & CO

Truro: 01872 248952
Rock: 01208 863690
www.camelliainteriors.co.uk
Find out more online: www.cornwall-living.co.uk
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